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Abstract: Online learning management systems (e.g., Moodle) provide students with a variety 
of materials in a course. If learning materials include large amount of text, students may find it 
difficult to gain insights. Natural Language Processing (NLP) uses computational language 
models to obtain knowledge from text and speech. This study develops a Moodle plugin, 
Ask4Summary plugin, which summarizes relevant course content for the questions asked by 
students in a discussion forum. First, the system parses all course text-based content documents 
to extract and store the information. As students ask in a discussion forum, the system parses the 
questions and creates responses for them. The response is a customized summary generated via 
matching and retrieving from the stored information. Ask4Summary plugin is an open-source 
project and has been approved by Moodle and available to user to download from the Moodle 
plugins directory. For the next step, the research team has an evaluation plan to implement the 
plugin in a graduate level academic writing English course in collaboration with an Asian 
university. The questionnaire covers the perceived usability of the plugin and teacher´s and 
student’s perceptions. It is expected that evaluation results demonstrate that the plugin generates 
an adequate summary for each question. The plugin might extend beyond the use in online 
learning (e.g., medical records, legal documents). 
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1. Introduction 
Due to the pandemic, on-site education programs moved to the online environment to ensure education 
delivery (Dhawan, 2020). Nowadays, online learning resources in educational systems keeps growth 
(García-Morales et al., 2021; Setiawan et al., 2021). Nevertheless, information overload caused by 
technological development might influence learning performance. Feroz et al. (2021) conclude that an 
excess of information hinders students' knowledge acquisition.  

This study addresses students' difficulties in handling extensive course materials across of 
different document types. The research team develops a Natural Language Processing (NLP) plugin for 
Moodle, a popular open-source learning management system. The main research contribution is the 
generation of a summary based on a student's question about a topic covered in the course materials. 

The following sections are structured as follows: Section 2 elaborates on the related research 
background. Section 3 introduces the Ask4Summary Moodle plugin and explains the summary 
generation process. Section 4 discusses the document scanning workflow. Section 5 describes the 
technical issues of the summary generation. Section 6 proposes an evaluation plan for assessing the 
usability and satisfaction on the generated summary. Section 7 makes a conclusion and suggests future 
research.   

 
 

2. Background 
 
2.1 Natural Language Processing and Technology Enhanced Language Learning (TELL) 
 

Natural Language Processing focuses on obtaining knowledge from the speech and text data 
with computational language models. Over time, the introduction of technology in language learning 



has resulted in favorable outcomes (Ahmadi, 2018). Research shows the advantage of NLP feedback 
systems for language learning over traditional technologies (Dodigovic, 2007; Nagata, 1993) and 
suggest evolving from corrective feedback to interactive tutoring systems (Slavuj et al., 2015).  Recent 
research confirms that automated personalized feedback provided by Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
(ITSs) promotes student knowledge acquisition (Al-Bastami & Naser, 2017; Kochmar et al., 2020). 
This study meets new trends in TELL by generating a customized summary for each student's question.  

N-gram is a NLP model based on a Markov chain that only accounts for the sequence of n 
components of a text (Russel & Norvig, 2022). To reduce the ambiguity inherent in natural language, 
the n-grams can be grammatically classified and labelled the words according to their part of speech 
(PoS) tags (Wilks & Stevenson, 1998). Ask4Summary plugin relies on two NLP open access web 
services: (1) N-gram & PoS Identifier and Verifier to select valid n-gram and PoS tags and (2) 
Automatic Answering Service for Coronavirus Question. The latter adopts both of NLP techniques and 
cosine similarity method (Pal, Chang, & Iriarte, 2022). Cosine similarity is a common metric that 
compares two vectors via the cosine of the angle they form, being 1 complete similarity and -1 total 
dissimilarity. 
 
2.2 Moodle – A Learning Management System 
 
Moodle is a widespread open-source learning management system used in diverse educational options 
(Al-Ajlan & Zedan, 2008). Research highlights the system's comprehensive range of capabilities 
(Lisnani et al., 2020). Teachers can design a course and select the features that best fit their needs. 

Moodle allows researchers to extend the standard version by creating plugins in various areas. 
New plugins require submission for reviewing and approval to become available to all Moodle sites. 
The research team designs Ask4Summary plugin as a block plugin. “Blocks” are a common plugin type 
that host functionalities in boxes distributed on the sides of Moodle webpages.  
 
                                        
3. Ask4Summary Moodle Plugin 
Ask4Summary plugin is a free tool approved by Moodle and available to users in the Moodle plugins 
directory (https://moodle.org/plugins/block_ask4summary). More documentation, workflow charts and 
tutorials can be found on the project website (https://ask4summary.vipresearch.ca/) and the research 
team Youtube channel (https://youtube.vipresearchgroup.ca). Tutorials cover installation, 
configuration, teacher use and student use including examples and results. Teachers can configure and 
add the block to their courses and have access to the service with a brief setup. Once the Ask4Summary 
Moodle plugin is installed and added to a course, teachers can choose from a variety of settings to 
control the summary generation service and the learning database. 

 The general process of Ask4Summary is to utilize the built-in Moodle tables to access the posts 
in a certain forum and use the course content to produce a response. Figure 1 shows the overall process 
flow. Once students have been told which forum to use, they can simply ask their questions with a 
“Helper Name” – a name that allows Ask4Summary to distinguish which post is a question. On a 
pre-set interval, a scheduled “Forum Scanning” task is queued. The task checks within the specific 
discussion forum in the Moodle database for the student’s posts that contains the “Helper Name”.  

 

 
Figure 1. Ask4Summary Process. 



With any post identified to be a student’s question, another “N-Gram POS” service gathers and 
stores the n-grams and PoS tags from the post into Ask4Summary tables, by using the N-Gram & PoS 
Identifier and Verifier. From there, Ask4Summary has the “Summary Generation” ad-hoc task queued 
for producing a summary as the response of the student’s post with the n-grams and PoS tags generated 
from course content. The ad-hoc task then uses the generated summary to respond the student’s post in 
the designated forum. 

There are settings that handle many of these processes and teachers can configure according to 
their needs. In the “Block Configuration'' there are three general sections, for forum scanning, document 
scanning, and summary generation. Teachers can choose to enable/disable the plugin for responding 
questions, and how (i.e., the Helper Name) and where (i.e., a chosen discussion forum) students can ask 
their question as Figure 2 shows. They can also choose which file types they would like the plugin to 
consider as the base of its learning content database, and how many of these resources should be 
considered for responses as Figure 3 displays. 

 

 
Figure 2. Forum Scanning. 

 

 
Figure 3. Document Scanning Settings. 

 
Outside of the settings and in the block itself, there are two links that only the teachers can see: 

“Documentation” and “Logistics”. The “Documentation” page has a variety of information on the 
plugin itself, and its range of functionality. The logistics page shows a table for the scanning progress of 
each enabled file type, including the amount of unscanned and scanned course modules. It provides the 
names of each resource that were considered for the learning database and showcases all the questions 
that Ask4Summary was either able or unable to answer. The page also displays the average time that the 
plugin took to answer, and each question with who asked it and when. 
 
4. Reading Content with Natural Language Processing 
 
Before a summary can be generated, Ask4Summary needs a content base to choose sentences from. 
This content base is built from the course’s material, where the plugin attempts to scan and parse course 
modules – activities and resources a course has – for their text content. Once the sentences in the 
selected resources – teachers can choose which type(s) of materials should be scanned by the plugin as 
Figure 3 shows earlier – are retrieved, the plugin then uses the N-Gram & PoS Identifier and Verifier to 



find the valid n-grams based on their part of speech. Afterwards, this content is stored into 
Ask4Summary’s learning tables. The document scanning and other system workflow scan be found in 
the documentation section of the project website (Vip Research Group, 2022). Figure 5 illustrates this 
workflow. 

During later hours of the day, Ask4Summary looks through the course materials that have not 
already considered to scan. Currently, the plugin supports the scanning of Word and PDF documents, 
PowerPoint presentation slides, URL web pages, and those built-in Moodle page modules. Depending 
on the filetype, Ask4Summary handles the parsing differently. For example, Word and PDF documents 
are already considered to be in sentence format, whereas PowerPoint slides are mostly sentence 
fragments. Regardless of type, Ask4Summary attempts to gather text content from these course 
modules.  

Once the sentences are retrieved, Ask4Summary begins to parse the sentences for their n-grams 
and PoS tags. This is done by packaging a query that includes a sentence and the preferred settings for 
sending to the N-Gram & PoS Identifier and Verifier to get the top valid N-Grams. These n-grams and 
PoS tags and the corresponding sentence are stored in a variety of created XML based tables the plugin 
has. The tables form the content base. 

 
 

5. Summary Generation 
 
Forum scanning and summary generation work off one another to produce a response – summary 
generation in Ask4Summary can never commence if a question is not sent to the answering service. 
Once Ask4Summary begins its “Forum Scanning” task, it retrieves all the course’s forum posts that 
contain the specified “Helper Name”. Then, following the same process it reads and processes the 
course materials the plugin goes through each forum post, breaks the question into sentences, and sends 
to the online service to get the valid n-grams and their part of speech tags. 

 Prior to starting the answering service, Ask4Summary compares the n-grams to its “response” 
table to see if similar question has the same identified n-gram set before was already answered. If so, it 
is not adding that post to the queue for summary generation but simply replies to the forum post with the 
previously generated summary. Once all the questions in the course were considered, if any questions 
were not already answered, Ask4Summary queues the background task “Question Answering”. 

 The summary generation workflow is as follows. The “Summary Generation” task looks at all 
the forum posts are considered to be valid. It gets the count of each n-gram the question has and create a 
vector to represent the question. It also goes through each course learning object (e.g., a Moodle course 
page, a reading article in PDF, a teaching material in PowerPoint PPTX, an exercise document in 
DOCX, a supplemental webpage, etc.) and creates frequency vectors based on the same n-gram set for 
the learning object.  

With the vectors, the task performs Cosine Similarity Calculation to find the top “X” 
documents, where the value of “X” can also be predefined and set by the teacher of the course. Now, 
these top documents are analyzed at the sentence level where all sentences from the documents are 
reviewed and the correspondent vectors for the same n-gram set are created. The Cosine Similarity 
Calculation is done again to compare how similar each sentence vector is to the original question vector. 
The top “Y” sentences will be considered, where “Y” value is also predefined and set by the teacher. 
With the identified “Y” sentences Ask4Summary can generate a summary to the student’s question by 
replying his or her forum post. Figure 4 shows an example of a question asked by a student in the forum 
and Ask4Summary generates a summary to respond the student’s question. 



 
Figure 4. Student’s question and the correspondent summary generated by Ask4Summary. 

 
 

6. Evaluation Plan 
 
To verify the usability and effectiveness of Ask4Summary, the research team has plan to have the 
Ask4Summary plugin adopted and used in a graduate-level Academic English course through a 
partnership with an Asian university. The post-questionnaire focuses on several aspects of the system: 
usability, perceived relevance and satisfaction and it is preceded by an introduction and instructions.  

 The data analysis starts a review of the asked questions and the correspondent summary 
generated by Ask4Summary to check the teacher’s and students´ perceived relevance and satisfaction 
degree. The research team is going to study the relevance and satisfaction degrees (in score 1 to 10) with 
the means of descriptive statistical analysis. The evaluation also foresees consultation with the teacher 
on discrepancies between perceptions on the same summary and opportunities for system improvement. 

For the perceived relevance and satisfaction, the analysis will devote special attention to: 
 Low relevance and low satisfaction scores: they require a detailed review on the question and 

the summary to identify possible reasons for the low score and system refinements. 
 Relevance and satisfaction scores are not correlated: in general, the two scores on a question 

and its summary generated should not far apart. A relevant summary may generate satisfaction 
and vice versa. For this reason, inconsistent scores lead to investigation of the causes. 

   
 
7. Conclusion 
 
This study addresses the difficulty for students to extract information from the online learning materials 
in a course. The research team develops Ask4Summary, an NLP plugin for the open-source online 
learning management system Moodle. The plugin responds student questions posed in a forum by 
providing customized summaries from the text-based course materials (e.g., PDF, DOCX, PPTX, 
webpages, video transcripts). 
 There are further aspects of the study has not yet to undertake: 

 The Ask4Summary plugin evaluation is planned on a Graduated Academic English course via a 
partnership with an Asian university. 

 Influence of study on the improvement of students' knowledge acquisition and its possible 
contribution to learning success 

 Reduction of the summary generation time by applying other NLP techniques (e.g., distributed 
representations) 
 The research team has also observed that quality of a summary declines when generated from a 

presentation file (e.g., PowerPoint slides in PPTX format). This finding is understandable because the 



presentation document might structure the content in tables and bullet points instead of sentences. 
Analysis of the collected data may provide more solid evidence to verify the observation.  

This research is part of a larger project where other members in the research group are 
investigating and designing more sophisticated NLP methods. The research took the n-gram model as a 
starting point only and was aware of the limitation of the n-gram model and the chosen Cosine 
similarity method. The future work is aiming to improve the plug-in through the evaluation results and 
the investigation and trial outcome on the innovative and comprehensive NLP methods.  
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